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Note: All topics subject to change based on editorial development. 

OCTOBER 2020 NOVEMBER 2020 DECEMBER 2020

n Special online coverage: 
 Women in Security Week
	 Election	2020

n ebook: 
 Testing
 Cybersecurity Month  

n Virtual Conference:    
 Security awareness & training 

n Product reviews: Emerging products
 Deception	networks

n Special online coverage: What’s happening  
on The Hill?

n ebook: Holiday special – hacking  

n Virtual Conference:    
 Threat intelligence
 Zero trust 

n Product reviews: Group test
 Threat intelligence

n ebook: Threat intelligence  

n Product reviews: 
 Innovators & Hall of Fame

JULY 2020 AUGUST 2020 SEPTEMBER 2020

n ebook: Building	in	business	continuity	

n Virtual Conference: 
 Cloud security 
 Healthcare

n Product reviews: Group test
 Endpoint	protection 

n Special online coverage: Attack	trends

n ebook: Endpoint security 

n Virtual Conference: 
 Incident response 

n Product reviews: Emerging products 
 Breach	&	attack	simulation 

n Special online coverage: Business	continuity

n Virtual Conference: 
	 RiskSec
 
n ebook: The	future	of	cloud-based	applications	

n Product reviews: Group test
 UTM

n special coverage   n ebook   n virtual conference   n recognition   n product reviews   
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JULY 2020 AUGUST 2020 SEPTEMBER 2020

n ebook: Building in business continuity    
It seems that when talk turns to industry 
standards, all anyone wants to talk about is 
ISO 27001, PCI DSS and a handful of others. 
But	when	it	comes	to	business	continuity,	
the magic number is ISO 22301. From a data 
security	perspective,	it	is	crucial	for	meeting	
compliance requirements for GCR and GDPR. 
This ebook looks at issues facing business 
continuity,	compliance	and	what	the	CISO	
and CIO need to know in order to keep the 
machines running and the auditors happy.  

n Virtual Conference: 
 Cloud security 

Healthcare

n Product reviews: Group test
 Endpoint	protection

  

n Special online coverage: Attack trends
 Ransomware, the likes of Magecart, and 
still	other	attack	methods	have	continued	
to thwart security pros this year, but a 
range	of	other	malicious	activities	also	have	
compromised security controls, as well.  
SC	Media	looks	at	the	biggest	attack	trends	 
so far and ferrets out the more notable areas 
on which cybersecurity pros and their leaders 
are focused.

n ebook: Endpoint security    
It’s all about the endpoints today. The old 
standby	of	username	and	password	credentials	
don’t work anymore, so what do you do 
instead? Some security experts swear by zero 
trust.	Others	say	multifactor	authentication	is	
needed. There are strategies for every type of 
company of every size, right? This ebook aims 
to provide context to each strategy, outlining 
each’s	benefits	and	shortcomings.		 

n Virtual Conference: 
  Incident response 

n Product reviews: Emerging product 
Breach	&	attack	simulation

n Special online coverage: Business continuity
	 Cloud	and	fog	computing	are	underpinning	
organizations’	operations	everywhere.	As	well,	
given the need to enable remote working and 
learning, cyber resiliency of networks and the 
internet service providers that enable them 
have become paramount. SC Media explores 
the ever-changing landscape facing business, 
education	and	other	operations	in	the	face	of	
old and new threats.

n Virtual Conference: 
 RiskSec 

Hear from experts on relevant 
threats, regulatory challenges, and strategies to 
improve	your	organization’s	cyber	posture.

n ebook: The future of  
cloud-based applications    
Today you can do almost anything in the 
cloud.	From	basic	office	suites	to	CRM	to	
finite	element	analysis,	you	have	a	veritable	
Alice’s	Restaurant	of	capabilities	in	the	cloud.	
So who needs a data center or a server farm? 
This ebook looks at why some companies are 
eschewing their own data centers and moving 
everything to the cloud, while others are 
saving	the	cloud	for	application-specific	needs.		 

n Product reviews: Group test
 UTM
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OCTOBER 2020 NOVEMBER 2020 DECEMBER 2020

n Special online coverage: 
 Women in Security Week

n Special online coverage: Election 2020
	 Now	that	the	November	elections	have	arrived,	
officials	will	soon	know	if	the	steps	taken	to	
secure	the	vote	worked.	From	mobile	voting	apps	
to	voting	machines	to	back-office	systems,	we’ll	
see what held and what didn’t. We’ll also review 
how the Coronavirus pandemic has bolstered 
continuity	plans	for	each	state’s	process	and	learn	
from	experts	how	response	efforts	so	far	could	
influence	the	election,	businesses,	the	economy	
and more going forward.  

n ebook:  
One team, two team, red team, blue team     
We	talk	a	lot	about	testing	defenses	to	ensure	
your network is protected, but we don’t always 
say	how	to	test.	This	ebook	looks	at	different	
techniques	of	how	testing	is	done,	be	it	with	
red	and	blue	teams,	penetration	testing,	
phishing emails sent to employees by the IT 
teams, and the like. We also will discuss how to 
use the results of the test to determine what 
gets tested next and why, along with how to 
determine just what the test results mean.  

 Cybersecurity Month     
Cybersecurity Month is more important than 
ever. Are you prepared? This ebook looks at what 
CISOs need to do immediately to ensure that their 
networks,	cloud	assets,	and	software	are	secure	in	
light	of	the	limited	purse	strings	and	staffing. 

n Virtual Conference:  
 Security awareness & training

n Product reviews: Emerging Products
 Deception	networks

n Special online coverage:  
What’s happening on The Hill?

	 The	standstill	in	Washington	has	kept	federal	
cybersecurity	and	privacy	legislation	at	bay,	
but state legislatures have passed a bevy 
of	bills	likely	to	inform	national	legislation.	
Governance and compliance within 
organizations	of	all	sizes	has	grown	more	
complex	facing	existing	and	new	threats,	such	
as our current global pandemic. SC Media will 
look	at	the	new	laws	coming	into	effect	on	the	
state and federal level, the current challenges 
organizations	face	to	offer	a	roadmap	for	
compliance.

n ebook: Holiday Special – hacking     
As the holiday season approaches, so do 
hackers, phishers, and generally all-around bad 
folks.	You	know	them	as	the	attackers	who	send	
infect holiday cards, fake invoices for holiday 
services that either were never performed or 
perhaps just infected documents. Even the 
“resumes”	for	part-time	holiday	work	are	often	
cleverly	disguised	malware	targeting	the	HR	
department. This ebook looks at some popular 
and	no-so-obvious	attack	vectors	that	are	often	
seen not only during the year-end holidays, but 
also during other holidays and major events 
during the year.    

n Virtual Conference:  
 Threat intelligence 

Zero trust

n Product reviews: Group Test  
Threat intelligence

 

n ebook: Threat Intel     
Threat intelligence can be very helpful or it can 
be simply data overload. Understanding how to 
assess	your	threat	intelligence	data	is	essential	
— if you don’t understand the quality of the 
threat intel you’re receiving, you won’t and can’t 
know	if	you	have	too	little,	too	much,	or	just	the	
right amount. Understanding your intelligence 
feeds also will help you determine the best 
ways to analyze the feeds. This ebook looks at 
the	pragmatic	questions	of	how	to	determine	
the quality of your threat intelligence and the 
best ways to analyze the data you have.    

n Product reviews: 
 Innovators & Hall of Fame  

As part of our annual, end-of-the-year Reboot 
special coverage, the SC Lab’s team selects 
new	and	innovative	products	and	vendors	
that	stand	out	for	their	strength,	creativity	and	
strategic placement in the market. 

Note: All topics subject to change based on editorial development. 
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Sponsorship benefits
• Recognition	in	all	promotion	materials
• Booth in virtual exhibit hall
• Speaking session with top level sponsors
• Asset(s) noted in your booth

Custom Virtual Events
Inquire	for	more	information.

Platinum sponsorship # of leads 
30-min speaking session and booth 600 
*Keynote platinum sponsorship available for all events

 
Gold sponsorship  # of leads 
30-min speaking session and booth 400 
 
Silver sponsorship  # of leads 
Booth only  225 

*Speak to our sales team about RiskSec and Financial services event pricing.

Virtual events

The SC virtual events program	allows	global	access	to	unique	content,	cutting-edge	insights,	and	analysis	from	the	SC	team	and	a	roster	of	industry	experts.	 
Attendees	gain	invaluable	knowledge	–	and	CPE	credits	–	all	from	the	convenience	of	their	desktops.

VIRTUAL EVENT LINEUP

July 15-16  

Cloud security

Aug 19-20  

Incident response

Sept 16-17  

RiskSec

Oct 14-15   

Security awareness & 
training  

Nov 4-5  

Threat intelligence

Nov 11-12  

Zero Trust
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